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Abstract 
We consider methods for minimizing a convex function f that generate a sequence 
{xk} by taking xk+l to be an approximate minimizer of f (x) + Dh(x, xk)/ck, where 
ck > 0 and Dh is the D-function of a Bregman function h. Extensions are made to 
B-functions that generalize Bregman functions and cover more applications. Con- 
vergence is established under criteria amenable to implementation. Applications are 
made to nonquadratic multiplier methods for nonlinear programs. 
Key words. Convex programming, nondifferentiable optimization, proximal 
methods, Bregman functions, B-functions. 
1 Introduction 
We consider the convex minimization problem 
f, =inf{ f ( x )  : x  E X ) ,  (1.1) 
where f : IRn + (-oo, oo] is a closed proper convex function and X is a nonempty closed 
convex set in Rn. One method for solving (1.1) is the proximal point algorithm (PPA) 
[Mar70, Roc76bI which generates a sequence 
xk+l = argmini  f ( x )  + lx - xk12/2ck : x E x 1 for k = 1 ~ 2 , .  . . , (1.2) 
starting from any point x1 E Rn, where I . I is the Euclidean norm and {ck) is a sequence 
of positive numbers. The  convergence and applications of the PPA are discussed, e.g., in 
[Aus86, CoL93, EcB92, GoT89, Giil91, Lem89, Roc76a, Roc76bI. 
Several proposals have been made for replacing the quadratic term in (1.2) with other 
distance-like functions [BeT94, CeZ92, ChT93, Eck93, Egg90, Ius95, IuT93, Teb92, TsB931. 
In [CeZ92], (1.2) is replaced by 
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where Dh(x, y) = h(x) - h(y) - (Vh(y), x - y) is the D-function of a Bregman function 
h [Bre67, CeL81], which is continuous, strictly convex and differentiable in the interior of 
its domain (see 52 for a full definition); here (., a )  is the usual inner product and Vh is 
the gradient of h. Accordingly, this is called Bregman proximal minimization (BPM). The 
convergence of the BPM method is discussed in [CeZ92, ChT93, Eck93, Ius95, TsB931, a 
generalization for finding zeros of monotone operators is given in [Eck93], and applications 
to convex programming are presented in [Cha94, Eck93, Ius95, NiZ92, NiZ93a, NiZ93b, 
Teb92, TsB931. 
This paper discusses convergence of the BPM method using the B-functions of [Kiw94] 
that generalize Bregman functions, being possibly nondifferentiable and infinite on the 
boundary of their domains (cf. 52). Then (1.3) involves D [ ( x , x ~ )  = h(x) - h(xk) - 
(7k, x - xk),  where 7k is a subgradient of h at xk. We establish for the first time conver- 
gence of versions of the BPM method that relax the requirement for exact minimization 
in (1.3). (The alternative approach of [Fli94], being restricted to Bregman functions with 
Lipschitz continuous gradients, cannot handle the applications of 557-9.) We note that in 
several important applications, strictly convex problems of the form (1.3) may be solved 
by dual ascent methods; cf. references in [Kiw94, TsegO]. 
The application of the BPM method to the dual functional of a convex program yields 
nonquadratic multiplier met hods [Eck93, Teb921. By allowing h to have singularities, we 
extend this class of methods to include, e.g., shifted Frish and Carroll barrier function 
methods [FiM68]. We show that our criteria for inexact minimization can be implemented 
similarly as in the nonquadratic multiplier methods of [Ber82, Chap. 51. Our convergence 
results extend those in [Eck93, TsB931 to quite general shifted penalty functions, including 
twice continuously differentiable ones. 
We add that the continuing interest in nonquadratic modified Lagrangians stems from 
the fact that,  in contrast with the quadratic one, they are twice continuously differentiable, 
and this facilitates their minimization [Ber82, BTYZ92, BrS93, BrS94, CGT92, CGT94, 
GoT89, IST94, JeP94, Kiw96, NPS94, Po192, PoT94, Teb92, TsB931. By the way, our 
convergence results seem stronger than ones in [IST94, PoT941 for modified barrier func- 
tions, resulting from a dual application of (1.3) with D[(x, xk) replaced by an entropy-like 
$-divergence. 
The paper is organized as follows. In 52 we recall the definitions of B-functions and 
Bregman functions and state their elementary properties. In 53 we present an inexact 
BPM method. Its global convergence under various conditions is established in 554-5. 
In 56 we show that the exact BPM method converges finitely when (1.1) enjoys a sharp 
minimum property. Applications to multiplier met hods are given in 57. Convergence of 
general multiplier methods is studied in 58, while 59 focuses on two classes of shifted 
penalty met hods. Additional aspects of multiplier methods are discussed in $10. The 
Appendix contains proofs of certain technical results. 
Our notation and terminology mostly follow [Roc7O]. IRY and IR: are the nonnegative 
and positive orthants of IRm respectively. For any set C in IRn, cl C ,  &, ri C and b d C  
denote the closure, interior, relative interior and boundary of C respectively. Sc is the 
indicator function of C (Sc(x) = 0 if x E C ,  oo otherwise). ac(-) = supzEc (., x) is the 
support function of C. For any closed proper convex function f on IRn and x in its eflective 
domain Cf = {x : f (x) < oo}, 8, f (x) = {p : f (y) 2 f (x) + (p, y - 2) - 6 VY} is the E -  
subdifferential of f at x for each E 2 0, d f (x) = do f (x) is the ordinary subdiflerential of f 
at x and f l(x;  d) = limtlo[f (x + td) - f (x)]/t  denotes the derivative of f in any direction 
d E IRn. By [Roc70, Thms 23.1-23.21, f l (x;  d) 2 - fl(x; -d) and 
The domain and range of d f are denoted by Caf and i m d  f respectively. By [Rocyo, Thm 
23.41, ri Cf c Car C Cf.  f is called cofinite when its conjugate f*(.) = sup, (., x) - f (x) 
is real-valued. A proper convex function f is called essentially smooth if Cf # 0, f is 
differentiable on Cf, and I V  f (xk))l + oo if xk + x E bd Cf ,  {xk} C Cf.  If f is closed 
proper convex, its recession function f O + ( . )  = limt,oo[f (x + t.) - f(x)]/t  (Vx E C f )  is 
positively homogeneous [Roc70, Thm 8.51. 
We first recall the definitions of B-functions [Kiw94] and of Bregman functions [CeL8:1]. 
For any convex function h on IRn, we define its difference functions 
D ~ ( x ,  Y )  = h(x) - h ( ~ )  - ~ah(y)(x - Y )  VX, Y E Ch, (2.la) 
DL (x, Y )  = h(x) - h(Y) f ~ah(y) (Y - 2) VX, Y E Ch. (2. lb)  
By convexity (cf. (1.4)), h(x) 2 h(y) + o ~ ~ ( ~ ) ( x  - y) and 
D; and DL generalize the usual D-function of h [Bre67, CeL81.1, defined by 
since 
Dh(x,y) = D;(x, y) = D[(x,Y) VX E Ch,Y E cvh.  P4) 
Definition 2.1. A closed proper (possibly nondifferentiable) convex function h is called 
a B-function (generalized Bregman function) if 
(a) h is strictly convex on Ch. 
(b) h is continuous on Ch. 
(c) For every a E IR and x E Ch, the set Ci(x, a) = {y E Cah : D;(x, y) < a) is bounded. 
(d.) For every a E IR and x E Ch, if {yk} c L i ( x , a )  is a convergent sequence with limit 
y* E Ch \ {x}, then D!(y*, yk) + 0. 
Definition 2.2. Let S be a nonempty open convex set in IRn. Then h : S + IR, where 
- 
S = clS,  is called a Bregman function with zone S ,  denoted by h E B(S), if 
(i) h is continuously differentiable on S. 
(ii) h is strictly convex on S. 
(iii) h is continuous on S. 
( i v )  For every a E IR, i j  E S and i E 3, the sets Li(jj, a )  = { x  E S : Dh(x , i j )  I a )  and 
Li(? ,a)  = { y  E S :  D h ( 5 , ~ )  I a )  are bounded. 
( v )  I f  { y k )  c S is a convergent sequence with limit y*, then Dh(y*,  yk )  + 0. 
( v i )  I f  { y k )  c S converges t o  y*, { x i )  c S is bounded and Dh(xk ,  Y k )  + 0 then xk  + y*. 
(Note that the extension e o f  h t o  IRn, defined by e ( x )  = h ( x )  i f  x E S ,  e ( x )  = cm otherwise, 
is a B-function with C ,  = S ,  ri C ,  = S and D!(., y)  = D!(., y )  = D,(-,  y )  Vy  E S . )  
D L  and D R  are used like distances, because for r, y E Ch,  0 I D L  ( x ,  y ) D! ( x ,  y ) ,  
11 and D;(x ,  y )  = 0 e D h ( x ,  y )  = 0 e x = y by strict convexity. Definition 2.2 (due 
t o  [CeL81]),  which requires that h be finite-valued on S ,  does not cover Burg's entropy 
[CDPI91]. Our Definition 2.1 captures features o f  h essential for algorithmic purposes. As 
shown in [Kiw94], condition ( b )  implies ( c )  i f  h is cofinite. Sometimes one may verify the 
following stronger version o f  condition ( d )  
by using the following three lemmas proven in [Kiw94]. 
Lemma 2.3. ( a )  Let h be a closed proper convex function on IRn, and let S # 0 be a 
compact subset of ri C h  Then there exists a E IR s.t. Jaah(,)(x - *)I 5 alx  - zl, 
Ih(x) - h ( ~ ) l  I alx - yl and I D : ( X ,  y ) l  I 2alx - y l  for all x ,  y , r  E S .  
( b )  Let h = Ss ,  where Ss is the indicator function of a convex polyhedral set S # 0 in IRn. 
Then h satisfies condition (2.5). 
( c )  Let h be a proper polyhedral convex function on Rn. Then h satisfies condition (2.5). 
( d )  Let h be a closed proper convex function on R. Then h is continuous on Ch,  and 
D ! ( ~ * ,  y k )  + o if yk  + y* E Ch, { y k )  c Ch. 
Lemma 2.4. ( a )  Let h = ~ f = ,  hi,  where h l ,  . . . , hk are closed proper convex functions 
s.t. h j+ l , .  . . , hk ( j  2 0 )  are polyhedral and n:=, ri(Chi) n t j+ l  Chi # 0. If hl satisfies 
condition ( c )  of Def. 2.1, then so does h .  If h l ,  . . . , h j  satisfy condition ( d )  of Def. 
2.1 or (2.5),  then so does h .  If hl is a B-function, h 2 , .  . . , h j  are continuous on Ch = 
nf=,Chi and satisfy condition ( d )  of Def. 2.1, then h is a B-function. In particular, h 
is a B-function if so are h l ,  . . . , hi. 
( b )  Let h l , .  . . , h j  be B-functions s.t. ni=, ri Chi # 0. Then h = max;,l,j hi is a B -  
function. 
( c )  Let hl be a B-function and let h2 be a closed proper convex function s.t. Ch, c ri Ch, . 
Then h = hl + h2 is a B-function. 
( d )  Let h l ,  . . . , hn be closed proper strictly convex functions on IR s.t. L i ,  ( t ,  a )  is bounded 
for any t ,  a E IR, i = 1: n. Then h ( x )  = Cy=l h; (x; )  is a B-function. 
Lemma 2.5. Let h be a proper convex function on IR. Then L i ( x ,  a )  is bounded for each 
x ~ C ~ a n d ( ; ~ ~ I R i f l ~ ~ . = e ~ . .  
Lemma 2.6. ( a )  If II, is a B-function on IR then I,' is essentially smooth and C p  = C p .  
( b )  If 6 : R + (-00, m] is closed proper convex essentially smooth and Cm = then 6' 
is a B-function with ri C4* c i m  Vq5 c Cb.. 
Proof. (a): This follows from Def. 2.1, Lem. 2.5 and [Rocyo, Thm 26.31. (b): By [Rocyo, 
Thms 23.4, 23.5 and 26.11, ri C4* C Cab. = imdq5 = imVq5 C C,p and q5* is strictly convex 
on Cab., and hence on Cd* by an elementary argument. Since q5* is closed proper convex 
and q5** = q5 [Roc70, Thm 12.21, the conclusion follows from Lems. 2.3(d) and 2.5. U 
Examples 2.7. Let $ : IR t (-a, co] and h(x) = Cy=, $(xi). In each of the examples, 
it can be verified that h is an essentially smooth B-function. 
1 [Eck93]. $(t) = It Inla for t E IR and a > 1, i.e., h(x) = IlxllE/a. Then h*(.) = 11.11$/p 
with a + p = ap  [Roc70, p. 1061. For a = 112, h(x) = 1xI2/2 and Dh(x, y) = Ix - yI2/2. 
2. $(t) = -tala if t > O and a E (0, l), $(t) = oo if t < 0, i.e., h(x) = -Ilxllz/a if 
x 2 0. Then h*(y) = -llyll$/p if y < 0 and a + p = ap, h*(y) = m if y P 0 [Rocyo, 
p. 1061. 
3 ('x log x'-entropy) [Bre67]. $(t) = t In t if t > O (0 In 0 = 0), $(t) = co if t < 0. Then 
h*(y) = C:=, exp(y; - 1) [Roc70, p. 1051 and Dh(x, y) = Cy=l x; ln(x;/y;) + y; - x; (the 
Kullback-Liebler entropy). 
4 [Teb92]. $(t) = t l n t  - t if t >_ 0, $(t) = co if t < 0. Then h*(y) = Cr=l exp(y;) 
[Roc70, p. 1051 and Dh is the Kullback-Liebler entropy. 
5 [Teb92]. $(t) = -(1 - t2)'I2 if t E [-I, 1.1, $(t) = co otherwise. Then h*(y) = 
Z:=,(1 + yf)'I2 [Rocyo, p. 1061 and Dh(x, y) = C:=l - (1 - x1)1/2 on [-1, I.]" x 
( - 1  1 )  (If $(t) = -[2t(l - 2t)]'I2 for t E [O, I.], $*(t) = (1 + t2/4)'I2 + i t . )  
6 (Burg's entropy) [CDPI9I.]. $(t) = -1nt if t > 0, $(t) = co if t 5 0. Then 
h*(y) = -n-Cy=l In(-y;) if y < 0, h*(y) = co if y + 0, and Dh(x, y) = - C~=l{ln(x;/y;)- 
xilyi) - n-  
7 [Teb92]. $(t) = ( a t  - t n ) / ( l  - a) if t > 0 and a E (0, l) ,  $(t) = co if t < 0. Then 
1 h*(y) = C:==,(l - yi/P)-P for y E Ci = ( - ~ , p ) ~ ,  where P = a/(l - a). For a = 5, 
112 2 112 Dh( l ,  Y )  = C:=l (x:I2 - Yi /Y; - 
3 The BPM method 
We make the following standing assumptions about problem (1.1) and the algorithm. 
Assumption 3.1. (i) f is a closed proper convex function. 
(ii) X is a nonempty closed convex set. 
(iii) h is a (possibly nonsmooth) B-function. 
(iv) Cf, n Ch # 0, where fx = f + Sx is the essential objective of (1.1). 
(v) {ck) is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying C;P=, ck = oo. 
1 (vi) {ck) is a sequence of nonnegative numbers satisfying limr,, c:=, ckck/ Ck=l ck = 0. 
Consider the following inexact BPM method. At iteration k > 1, having 
xk E Cfx n Cab, (3.1) 
yk E ah(xk) ,  (3.2) 
D;(X, xk) = h(x) - h(xk) - (yk, x - xk) Vx, (3.3) 
find xk++', -yk++' and pk+l satisfying 
-yk++' E dh(xk++') ,  (3.4) 
k ckPk++' $ -yk++' - 7 = 0,  (3.5)  
pk+' E &, fx (xk+ ' ) ,  (3.6) 
fX(xk+' )  + D ~ ( X ~ + + ' ~  xk)/ck < f X ( x k ) .  (3.7) 
W e  note that xk++' % argmin{ fx  + D ~ ( . , x ~ ) / c ~ ) .  By (2.1),  (2.2) ,  (3.2) and (3.3) 
0 5 D ; ( X , X ~ )  ) ~ f i x , x ~ )  < D ! ( X , X ~ )  V x ,  (3.8) 
so ( c f .  (3.7)) xk+' E X and f (xk+' )  5 f ( x k ) .  In fact xk+' is an ~k-minimizer of  
as shown after the following (well-known) technical result ( c f .  [Roc70, T h m  27.11). 
Lemma 3.2. A closed proper and strictly convex function q5 on Rn has a unique minimizer 
iff q5 is inf-compact, i.e., the a-level set &(a) = { x  : $ ( x )  5 a )  is bounded for any a E R, 
and this holds iff &(a)  is nonempty and bounded for one a E R. 
Proof. I f  x E Arg min  q5 then, by strict convexity o f  4, L4(q5(x)) = { x )  is bounded, so q5 
is inf-compact ( c f .  [Roc70, Cor. 8.7.j.1). I f  for some a E R, &(a)  # 0 is bounded then it 
is closed ( c f .  [Roc70, T h m  7.:1.]) and contains Argminq5 # 0 because q5 is closed. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Under the above assumptions, we have: 
(i)  q5k is closed proper and strictly convex. 
( i i )  q5k(xk++') 5 in f  q5k + ~k (i.e., 0 E d,,q5k(xk+')). 
( i i i )  If f ,  = i n f x  f > -oo then q5k is inf-compact. 
( i v )  d k  is inf-compact if ( - y k  - ck i m a  f x )  n i m d h  # 0 ,  where i m d h  = &he,  so that i m  d h  = 
Rn iff h is cofinite. In particular, is inf-compact if ( - y k  - ck ri C j ; )  n ri Ch. # 0 .  
( v )  If q5k is inf-compact and either ri C j x  n ri Ch # 0 ,  or C j x  n ri Ch # 0 and f x  is 
polyhedral, then there exist ik+' = arg min d k ,  fik+' E d f X ( i k + l )  and E a h ( i k + ' )  
s.t. f x ( i k + ' ]  + D:("+', 6 k ) / ~ k  5 f x ( x k )  and ckFk+' - -yk = 0; also ik+' E eh 
if C a f x  C Ch or Cah = Ch,  e.g., h is essentially smooth. 
( v i )  The assumptions of ( v )  hold if either ri ( 7 f x  c Ch and i n f x  f > -m, or Ca jx  C Ch 
and i m d h  = IRn. 
Proof. ( i )  Since f ,  Sx and h are closed proper convex, so are f x  = f + S x ,  Dk(., x k )  and 
q5k = f x  + Dk(.,  x k ) / q  ( c f .  [ROCTO, T h m  9.3]), having nonempty domains C f  n X ,  Ch and 
C j x  n Ch respectively ( c f .  Assumption 3. l ( iv)) .  Dk(., x k )  and d k  are strictly convex, since 
so i s  h ( c f .  Def. 2 . l (a) ) .  
( i i )  For any x ,  add the inequality De(x ,  x k )  >_ Dk(xk+', x k )  + (-yk+l - - y k ,  I - xk+ ') (c f .  
(3.3),  (3.4))  divided by ck t o  f x ( x )  2 fx(xk+')  + ( d + ' , x  - xk+l ) - ( c f .  (3.6)) and use 
(3.5) t o  get $k (x )  2 q5k(xk++') - ~ k .  
(iii) By part (i), 4 = Dfi(-, xk)  is closed proper strictly convex, and ,C4(0) = {xk) by 
strict convexity of h (cf. Def. 2.l(a), (2.2) and (1.4)), so 1C, is inf-compact (cf. Lem. 3.2). 
Let P = inf dk. Since 4 L 0 (cf. (3.8)), P 2 f, and 0 # L4,(P + 1) c L4(ck(P - f* + 1)) 
(cf. (3.9)). The last set is bounded, since 1C, is inf-compact, so dk is inf-compact by part 
(i) and Lem. 3.2. 
(iv) Let & E Cafx, 4 E dfx(&),  S E Cah and 7 E dh(S) satisfy yk  - ck-j. = 7. Then 
$(.) = fx(&) + ( 4 , -  - &) + D%(- ,Tk) /~k  is closed proper and strictly convex (so is Dfi(., xk); 
cf. part (i)), and S = a rgmind  because 0 E d$(S) = 4 + (dh(Z) - -yk)/ck (cf. [Rocyo, 
Thrn 23.81). Hence 6 is inf-compact (cf. Lem. 3.2), and so is dk ,  since dk 2 4 from 
fx(.) 2 l x (&)  + (4 , .  - 6). To see that strict convexity of h (cf. Def. 2.l(a)) implies 
imdh = Ch., we note that eh* = CBh. by [Roc70, Thms 26.3 and 26.11, and ah* = (ah)-' 
by [Roc70, Thrn 23.51, so that Cab* = imdh. Of course, eh* = W iff Ch. = IRn, i.e., iff h 
is cofinite. The second assertion follows from ri Cj; c Ca f; = im d fx. 
(v) By part (i) and Lem. 3.2, iksl = arg mindk is well defined. The rest follows from 
~ f i ( . , x ~ )  > 0 (cf. (3.8)), the fact 0 E ddk(ikfl)  = d f ( i k + l )  + ck(dh(ik+l)  - y k )  due to 
our assumptions on Cjx and ri Ch (cf. [ROCTO, Thrn 23.8]), and [ROCTO, Thrn 26.11. 
(vi) If infx f > -oo or imdh = IRn then dk is inf-compact by parts (iii)-(iv). If 
ri Cjx c e h  then ri Cjx n ri Ch = ri Clx # 0, since Crx # 0 (cf. Assumption 3.l(iv)). O 
Remark 3.4. Lemma 3.3(v,vi) states conditions under which the exact BPM method 
(with xk+l = = arg mindk and 61, = 0 in (3.6)) is well defined. Our conditions are 
slightly weaker than those in [Eck93, Thrn 51, which correspond to ri Cj, c eh ,  and either 
cl Cfx c kh and im a h  = IRn, or f being finite, continuous and bounded below on X. 
Example 3.5. Let X = {x 2 0 : Ax = b), f = (2, a )  + Sx and h(x) = - Cy=l ln xi, where 
A E IRmXn, b E IRm and 2 E IRn. Suppose f, > -m and Ax = b for some x > 0. Since 
eh = {x : x > 0), Lem. 3.3(iii,v) implies that ik+' is well defined. 
Example 3.6. Let n = 1, X = IR, f(x)  = -x and h(x) = e-" + x. Then f*  = S{-ll, 
ri Cj. = imdf  = {-I), Ch* = imdh = (-oo, 1) and ri C p  n Ch* # 0. Clearly, dk(x )  = 
e-' + x(e-", - 1) + const for ck = 1, so arg min dk # 0 iff xk < 0. Although h is not a 
Bregman function, this is a counterexample to [Teb92, Thrn 3.11. 
4 Convergence of the BPM method 
We first derive a global convergence rate estimate for the BPM method. We follow the 
analysis of [ChT93], which generalized that in [Giilgl]. Let s k  = z:=~ cj for all k. 
Lemma 4.1. For all x E Ch and k < 1, we have 
Proo f .  T h e  equality in  (4.1) follows from (3.3), and the inequality from yk - yk+' = ckpk+' 
( c f .  (3.5)) and pk+l E a.k f x ( x k + l )  ( c f .  (3.6)),  i.e., ( $ + I ) ,  x - xk+')  5 f x ( x )  - fx(xk+')+ck,  
since ck > 0. (4.2) is a consequence o f  (4.1). (4.3) follows from (c f .  (3.7), (3.8)) f x ( x k )  - 
fX (xk+ ' )  2 D;(xk+l, x k ) / c k  2 0. Multiplying the last inequality by sk-1 = sk - ck (with 
so = 0 )  and summing over k = I :  1 yields 
Summing (4.1) over k = I: 1 we obtain 
Subtract (4.6) from (4.7) and rearrange, using 1 + skF1/ck = sk/ck,  to  get (4.4). (4.5) 
follows from (4.4) and the fact D:(., x k )  2 0 for all k ( c f .  (3.8)).  17 
W e  shall need the following two results proven in [TsBSl] .  
Lemma 4.2 ( [ T s B S l ,  Lem. I ] ) .  Let h : Rn t (-m, m] be a closed proper convex func- 
tion continuous on Ch. Then: 
( a )  For any y E Ch, there exists E > 0 s.t. { x  E Ch : 1x - yl 5 E }  is closed. 
( b )  For any y E Ch and z s.t. y + z E Ch, and any sequences yk t y and zk -+ z set.  
yk E Ch and yk + zk E Ch for all k ,  we have lirn  SUP^+^ h l (yk ;  z k )  5 hl(y;  z ) .  
Lemma 4.3. Let h : Rn t (-m,m] be a closed proper convex function continuous on 
Ch. If { y k }  c Ch is a bounded sequence s.t., for some y E Ch, { h ( y k )  + h l (yk ;  y - y k ) }  is 
bounded from below, then { h ( y k ) }  is bounded and any limit point of { y k }  is in Ch. 
Proo f .  Use the final paragraph o f  the proof of  [TsBSI, Lem. 21. 0 
Lemmas 4.2-4.3 could be expressed in terms o f  the following analogue o f  (2.1) 
Lemma 4.4. Let h : Rn t (-a, m] be a closed proper strictly convex function contin- 
uous on Ch. If y* E Ch and i yk}  is a bounded sequence in Ch s.t. Di(y* ,  yk )  + 0 then 
yk -+ y*. 
Proof. Let y" be the limit of a subsequence {yk}kEK. Since h(yk) + hl(yk; y* - yk) = 
h(y*) - Di(y*,  yk) + h(y*), ym E C h  by Lem. 4.3 and h(yk) 5 h(y") by continuity of h 
on Ch. Then by Lem. 4.2(b), 0 = liminfkEK Di(y*, yk) ) h(y*) - h(y") - hl(y"; y* - yW) 
yields yw = y* by strict convexity of h. Hence yk + y*. 0 
By (1.4), (3.2), (3.3), (2.2) and (4.8), for all k 
0 < D ~ ( x , x k )  )D ~ ( x , x k )  )D ~ ( x , x k )  )Dj[(x,xk) Vx. (4.9) 
Lemma 4.5. If XE,  ckck < m and x E Ch is s.t. fx (xk)  >_ fX(x)  for all k then. 
(i) {xk} is bounded and {xk} C Ck(x, a), where a = D;(x, x l )  + Egl  C ~ Q .  
(ii) Every limit point of {xk} is in Ch. 
(iii) {xk} converges to some x" E CfX n Ch s.t. fX(xk)  >_ fX(xm) for all k. 
Proof. (i) We have D;(x, x') ) Dk(x, x l )  + EL1ll c l ; ~  ) a for all 1 (cf. (4.2), (3.8)) and 
{xk} C Cab (cf. (3.1)), so {xk} C Ck(x, a), a bounded set (cf. Def. 2.l(c)). 
(ii) D i ( x , x k )  ) Dk(x,xk) ) a implies h(xk) + hl(xk; x - xk)  ) h(x) - a for all k (cf. 
(4.8), (4.9)), so the desired conclusion follows from continuity of h on Ch (cf. Def. 2.1 (b)) ,  
{xk} being bounded in Ch (cf. (3.1) and part (i)) and Lem. 4.3. 
(iii) By parts (i)-(ii), a subsequence {x'J} converges to some x" E Ch. Suppose x" # x. 
Since {xk} c Lk(x, a), Dj[(xw,x '~)  + 0 (cf. Def. 2.l(d)) and D~(x" ,x ' J )  + 0 (cf. (3.8)). 
But fx(xk)  ) fX(xm) for all k, since X'J + xw, fX(xk+') ) fX(xk)  (cf. (4.3)) and fx is 
closed (cf. Assumption 3.l(i,ii)). Hence for 1 > lj, Dk(xm, x') 5 Dk (xm, X'J ) + EL:;] ctck 
(cf. (4.2)) with ELlJ ckck + 0 as j + m yield D;(xm, x') + 0 as 1 + m. Thus 
Di(x",xk) + 0 (cf. (4.9)) and xk + xw by Lem. 4.4. Finally, if x" = x but {xk} does 
not converge, it has a limit point x1 # x" (cf. parts (i)-(ii)), and replacing x and x" by 
x" and x1 respectively in the preceding argument yields a contradiction. 0 
We may now prove our main result for the inexact BPM descent method (3.1)-(3.7) 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose Assumption 3.l(i-ii,iv-v) holds with h closed proper convex. 
1 (a) If limi-+m Ek=1 ckfk/ ck = 0 then fx(xk)  1 infch fx = infcl(chflcjx) f .  Hence 
f x ( x k )  1 infx f $ Cfx c C h .  If r i c h  n riCfx # 0 (e.g., 6 h  n Cfx # 0)  then 
infc, f x  = inf(Cl~,)n(cl~,,) f = infcich fx. If ri Cfx C cl C h  (e.g., Cafx C cl C h )  then 
cl Ch > c1 Cfx and Arg minx f c cl Ch. 
(b) If h is a B-function, f x ( x k )  + infch fx,  EY==, ckrk < m and X. = Argminch fx is 
nonempty then {xk} converges to some xw E X,, and xw E Arg minx f if Cfx c Ch. 
(c) If fx (xk)  + infc, fx, Cfx c C h  and X, = 0 then lxkl 1 m. 
Proof. (a)  For any x E Ch, taking the limit in (4.5) yields liml,, fx (x l )  fx (x ) ,  using 
fx(xl+') 5 fx(xl)  (cf. (4.3)), sl + m (cf. Assumption 3.l(v)) and ~ k € k / ~ ~  + 0.
Hence fx(xk)  + infch fx = infchncJx f = infcl(chncJx) f (cf. [Roc7O, C0r. 7.3.21). If ri Chn 
ri Cfx # 0 (e.g, 6 h  n Cfx # 0; cf. [RociO, Cor. 6.3.21) then cl(Ch n Cjx) = cl(Ch) n cl(Cfx) 
(cf. [Roc70, Thm 6.51) and infc, fx = inf ~ , l ~ , ) n ( , l ~ , ~ )  f 5 infcJxnClch f = infclch fx,  so 
infch fx = infclch fx. If ri Cfx C cl Ch then cl Cfx C cl Ch (cf. [Roc70, Thm 6.51). 
(b) If X E X, then fx (xk)  -+ fx(x) .  But fx (xk)  2 fx(x)  for all k (cf. (3.1)), so 
xk  -+ xm E Cjx n Ch and limk,, fx(xk)  2 fx(xw) by Lem. 4.5, and thus xw E X,. 
(c) If J x k J  ft m ,  {xk} has a limit point x with fx(x)  5 infc, fx + fx(xk)  (fx is 
closed; cf. Assumption S.l(i,ii)), so Cfx c Ch yields x E Ch n X,, i.e., X, # 0. 0 
Remark 4.7. For the exact BPM method (with rk - 0), Thrn 4.6(a7b) subsumes [ChT93, 
Thrn 3.41, which assumes ri C,, C 6 h  and Ch = cl Ch. Thrn 4.6(b7c) strengthens [Eck93, 
Thrn 51, which only shows that {xk } is unbounded if cl Cjx C 6 h  and X, = 0. Thrn 4.6(a7b) 
and Lem. 3.3 subsume [Ius95, Thrn 4.:1], which assumes that h is essentially smooth, f is 
continuous on C, , C, n 6 h  # 0 , X = cl Ch, Arg minx f # 0, and inf ck > 0. 
For choosing {rk) (cf. Assumption 3.l(vi)), one may use the following simple result. 
Lemma 4.8. (i) ~f rk -+ o then C ~ E ~ / S [  -+ o as 1 -+ m .  
(ii) If CpZl rk < m and {ck} c (0, ha,] for some ha, < m then ckek < m 
Proof. (i) For any e > 0, pick k and > k s.t. rk < r for all k 2 k and c:,, ckrk/sl 5 c 
1 1 for all I 2 i; then cxek/sr 5 ckek/s, + e c ~ = ~ + ~  ck/ cx 5 2e for all I 2 i. 
(ii) We have xr=l ckrk L Cmax ELl ek < m. 0 
5 Convergence of a nondescent BPM method 
In certain applications (cf. $7) it may be difficult to satisfy the descent requirement (3.7) 
Hence we now consider a nondescent BPM method, in which (3.7) is replaced by 
By Lem. 3.3(ii), (5.1) holds automatically, since it means dk(xk+l) < &(xk) + ek. 
Lemma 5.1. For all x E Ch and k 5 1, we have 
Proof. (4.1)-(4.2) still hold. (5.2) follows from D;(xk++', xk) 2 0 (cf. (3.8)) and (cf. (5.1)) 
fx  (xk) - f x  (xk+l) 2 D;(xk+l, xk)/ck - ek. Multiplying this inequality by s k - l  = s k  - ck 
and summing over k = 1: 1 yields 
Subtract (5.5) from (4.7) and rearrange, using s k  = s k d l  + ck, t o  get (5.3). (5.4) follows 
from (5.3) and the fact DL(., xk) 1 0 for all k (cf. (3.8)). 0 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose Assumption 3.l(i-ii,iv-v) holds with h closed proper convex. 
(a) If I;=, skck/s1 -+ 0 (see Lem. 5.3 for suficient conditions), then fx(xk) + infch fx .  
Hence the assertions of Theorem 4.6(a) hold. 
(b) If h is a B-function, fx (xk)  + infc, f X ,  IF1 ckck < cm and X, = Argminc, fx is 
nonempty then {xk} converges to some x" E X,, and x" E Argminx f if Cf, c Ch. 
(c) If fX(xk)  + infc, fx ,  Cfx c Ch and X, = 0 then lxkl + oo. 
Proof. (a) The upper limit in (5.4) for any x E Ch yields limsupl,, fx(xl) 5 infch fx ,  
using I;=, skck/sl + O. ~ u t  {xk) c ch (cf. (3.1)), so liminfl,, fx(xl)  2 infch fx.  
(b)  If x E X, then fX(xk)  + fX(x) and fX(xk)  2 fX(x)  for all k (cf. (3.1)). Assertions 
(i)-(iii) of Lem. 4.5 still hold, since the proofs of (i)-(ii) remain valid, whereas in the proof 
of (iii) we have x" E Ch and fx(xm) 5 limj,, fx(xll) = fx(x)  (fx is closed), so x" E X, 
and fX(xk) 2 fx(xm) for all k as before yield xk + x". 
(c) Use the proof of Thm 4.6(c). 
Lemma 5.3. (i) Let {ak), {Pk) and { E ~ )  be sequences in IR s.t. 0 5 a k + l  I (1-,Bk)ak+ 
~ k ,  a1 2 0, 0 < ,Bk 5 1, ~k 2 0 for k = 1,2 , .  . ., ,Bk = co and limk+" ~ k / , B k  = 0. 
Then limk," a k  = 0. 
I (ii) If I;"=, cl/sl = oo and limk,, cksk/ck = 0 then limr+" Ik=l skck/s1 = 0. 
(iii) If {ck) C [&,in, ha,] for Some 0 < &,in 5 ha, and kck + 0 then skck/sI + 0. 
Proof. (i) See, e.g., [Po183, Lem. 2.2.31. 
(ii) Use part (i) with a1 = I:=, s ~ € ~ / s I ,  SI = Ck and al+l = (l-cl+l/sl+l)al+cr+~. 
(iii) Use part (ii) with c~/s ,  E [ ~ n / l h a , ,  h a x / l ~ ~ n ]  for all 1. 
6 Finite termination for sharp minima 
We now extend to the exact BPM method the finite convergence property of the PPA in 
the case of sharp minima (cf. [Fergl, Roc76bI and [BuF93]). 
Theorem 6.1. Let f have a sharp minimum on X ,  i.e., X, = Argminx f # 0 and there 
exists a > 0 s.t. fx (x )  minx f + aminyEx, (x - y (  for all x.  Consider the exact BPM 
method applied to (1.1) with a B-function h s.t. Cjx c CVh, c k  = 0 and infk ck > 0. Then 
there exists k s.t. pk = 0 and xk E X,. 
Proof. By Thm 4.6, xk + x" E X,, so x" E CVh, yk = Vh(xk) + Vh(xm) (cf. (3.2) and 
continuity of Vh on CVh [Roc70, Thm 25.51) and afx(xk) 3 pk = (yk-' - yk)/ck-1 + 0 
(cf. (3.5)-(3.6)). But if x $ X, and y E afx(x) then (yl 2 a (cf. [Ber82, $5.41) (since 
for Y = argminy,x* Ix - Y ( ,  minx f = fx(y)  > fx(x) + (7, Y - 2) yields lyllx - yl 2 
(7, x - y) 2 alx  - y 1 ) .  Hence for some k, I p k (  < a implies pk = 0 and xk E X,. 0 
We note that piecewise linear programs have sharp minima, if any (cf. [Ber82, $5.41). 
7 Inexact multiplier met hods 
Following [Eck93, Teb921, this section considers the application of the BPM method to 
dual formulations of convex programs of the form presented in [Roc70, $281: 
minimize f (x) ,  subject to g;(x) < 0, i = 1: m, (7.1) 
under the following 
Assumption 7.1. f ,  gl ,. . . , gm are closed proper convex functions on IRn with Cj C 
nEl Cgi and ri Cf c ri Cgi. 
Letting g( . )  = (gl (.), . . . , gm (.)), we define the Lagrangian of (7.1) 
f ( x )  + (n ,g(x) )  if x E Cf and n E R71 
i f x  E Cj and n @ IRY, 
if x @ Cj, 
and the dual functional d(n)  = inf, L(x, n) .  Then d(n) = -m if n @ IR:. Assume that 
d(n) > -m for some n. The  dual problem to (7.1) is to  maximize d, or equivalently to  
minimize q(n)  over n > 0, where q = -d is a closed proper convex function. We will apply 
the  BPM method to  this problem, using some B-function h on Rm. 
We assume that  IR';" C Ch, so that  h+ = h + bRp is a B-function (cf. Lem. 2.4(a)). The 
monotone conjugate of h (cf. [Roc707 p. 1111) defined by h+(- )  = s ~ p , > ~ { ( n ,  a )  - h(n) )  is 
nondecreasing (i.e., h+(u)  < h+(u1) if u < u', since (n ,  u)  5 (T, u') Vn > 0) and coincides 
with the  convex conjugate h; of h+, since h+(.) = sup,{(n, .) - h+(n ) )  = h;(.) .  We need 
the  following variation on [Eck93, Lem. A3]. Its proof is given in the Appendix. 
Lemma 7.2. If h is a closed proper essentially strictly convex function on IRm with IRY n 
ri C h  # 0, then h+ is closed proper convex and essentially smooth, dh+(u )  = {Vh+(u))  for 
all u E Caht, a h +  (ah+]-' and Vh+ is continuous on Caht = eht = imdh+ .  Further, 
Ch+ = Cht - RT, Cht = Cht - IRT, dh+ = d h +  NRp and Vh+ = Vh+ o (I + NRp o Oh+ ), 
where I is the identity operator and NR7 = asR; is the normal cone operator of Ry, 
i.e., NR;(a) = {y < 0 : (7, n)  = 0) if n > 0, NR;(n) = 0 if n 2 0. If additionally 
imdh  > R.7 then h+ is cofinite, Cht = IRm and h+ is continuously differentiable. 
Since IRy c Cht c IRT, to find inf,>O - q(n) via the BPM method we replace in (3.1)- 
(3.6) f ,  X, h and xk by q, Rm, h+ and ak respectively. Given a' E C, n Caht and 
yk  E dh+(wk), our inexact multiplier method requires finding nk+l and xk+l s.t. 
L ( ~ ~ + ' ,  Ti+') < inf, L(X,  nk+') + = d(nk+l)  + el;? (7.2) 
nk+l = v h + ( y k  + ckg(xk+l)) (7.3) 
with 
for some pk+l and yk+l.  Note that (7.2) implies 
since -d = q 2 @ := - f (xk+ l )  - ( . ,g(xk+l)) = @(ak+l)  + (-g(xk+l) , -  - ak+l) and 
Cq c Kt'; from q = supx -L(x, -), and @(ak+') 2 q(ak+') - (cf. (7.2)). Next, (7.3) gives 
,k+l E Cab+ C Ch+ c IRY, whereas q(ak+') 5 q(ak )  + ck  (cf. (5.1)) yields ak+' E Cq. By 
(7.6), (7.4)-(7.5) hold if we take pk+l = (yk - 7k+1)/~k and 
yk+l = yk + ckg(xk+l) - 5kf1 E dh+(ak+') with ;lk+l E NRT(ak+l),  (7-7) 
since then 
pk+l = - g ( ~ k + l )  + qk+l/ck E & k q ( ~ k + l ) .  (7.8) 
Using (7.3) and (ah+)- '  = Vh+ (Lem. 7.2), we have 
so we may take ;jlk+l = 0; other choices will be discussed later. 
Further insight may be gained as follows. Rewrite (7.3) as 
where 
Pk(u)  = h+(?+cku) /ck  YU E Rm. (7.11) 
Let 
1 
Lk(x) = f (2)  t -[h+(yk t c ~ s ( x ) )  - h+(yk)] (7.12) 
Ck 
if x E Cf (C Cg = nLl Cgi; cf. Assumption 7.1), Lk(x)  = co otherwise. 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose infcJ m a x z l  gi 5 0, e.g., the feasible set Co = {x E Cf : g(x)  5 0) 
of (7.1) is nonempty. Then Lk is a proper convex function and 
If d ~ k ( x )  # 0 then a = VPk(g(x)) is well defined, a 2 0 and dLk(x)  = dxL(x , a ) ,  where 
If ? E Arg min Lk then ? E Arg minx L(x, ?) for ii = VPk(g(?)).  The preceding assertions 
hold when infcJ m a x z l  gi > 0 but Ch+ = IRm, e.g., if im d h  > IRY (cf. Lem. 7.2). 
Proof. Using yk E dh+(ak)  C &+ (cf. Lem. 7.2) and epk = ( e h +  - yk)/ck, pick 6  E 
Cpk n IRY and 5 E Cf s.t. g(5)  < 6 .  Then, since Pk is nondecreasing (so is h+) and 
ri Cf c ni ri Cg, (cf. Assumption 7.1), Lem. A.l in the Appendix yields imdPk  c IRY and 
(7.13), using dPk = {VPk) (cf. Lem. 7.2). Hence if dLk(x)  # 8 then a = VPk(g(x))  2 0, 
so ri Cf C ni ri Cg, implies (cf. [Roc70, Thm 23.81) dxL(x, a )  = d f (x) + xi aidgi(x) = 
dLk(x).  If ? E Arg minLk then 0 E dLk(?) = dxL(?, e )  for e = VPk(g(?)) yields 
? E Arg minx L(x, +). Finally, when Ch+ = IRm then for any 5 E Cf we may pick 6  E Cpk 
with g(5)  < 6 ,  since Cf C ni C,, (Assumption 7.1) and Cpk = IRm. 
The exact multiplier method of [Eck93, Thm 71 takes xk+' E Arg min Lk and nk+' = 
VPk(g(xk+')), assuming h is smooth, e h  > IR? and im V h  > IR';. Then (7.2) holds with 
~k = 0 (cf. Lem. 7.3). Our inexact method only requires that xk+' e ArgminLk in the 
sense that (7.2) holds for a given ck 2 0. Thus we have derived the following 
Algorithm 7.4. At iteration k 2 1, having nk E C, and rk E dh+(nk),  find 
s.t. (7.2) holds, choose rk+' satisfying (7.7) and set pk+' = ( r k  - y k + ' ) / ~ k  
To find xk+' as in [Ber82, $5.31, suppose f is strongly convex, i.e., for some & > 0 
Adding subgradient inequalities of g;, i = 1: m,  and using (7.14) yields for all x 
Let A , L ~ ( X ~ + ' )  = arg min7EaLk(xk+l) 171, assuming dLk(xk+') # 0 and dXL(xk+' ,nk+ I )  = 
dLk(xk+' ) (e.g., CCI # 0 or Ch+ = IRm; cf. Lem. 7.3). Minimization in (7.16) yields 
so (7.2) holds if 
k+l 2 IAxLk(x ) I  /2& 5 ck.  
Thus, as in the multiplier methods of [Ber82, $5.31, one may use any algorithm for min- 
imizing Lk that generates a sequence {zj) such that liminfj,, (AxLk(zj)J  = 0, setting 
xk+' = z j  when (7.18) occurs. (If & is unknown, it may be replaced in (7.18) by any fixed 
& > 0; this only scales {ck).) Of course, the strong convexity assumption is not necessary 
if one can employ the direct criterion (7.2), i.e., L(zj, n) 5 d(n) + ck with n = V P ~ ( ~ ( Z ~ ) )  
(cf. (7.10)), where d(n) may be computed with an error that can be absorbed in ck.  
Some examples are now in order. 
Example 7.5. Suppose h(n) = Cr l  hh;(ni), where hi are B-functions on IR with Chi > 
IR,, i = 1: m (cf. Lem. 2.4(d)). For each i, let ii, = h:(O; 1) if 0 E Chi,  U i  = -m if 0 4 Chi, 
so that (cf. [Eck93, Ex. 61) h'(ui) = h7(max{ui,iii)) and Vh+(ui) = max{O,Vhf(u;)). 
Using (7.9) and "maximal" rk+' in (7.7), Alg. 7.4 may be written as 
1 "  
xkf' e Arg f (x) + - x hf (max{iL;, 7; + ckgi(x)}) (7.19a) 
Ck i=l  
Remark 7.6. To justify ( 7 . 1 9 ~ ) ~  note that if we had -yk < ii E Em7 then (7.19a) would 
not penalize constraint violations g;(x) E (0, (ii; - -yk)/ck]. An ordinary penalty method 
(cf. [Ber82, p. 3541) would use (7.19a7b) with -yk ii and ck f co. Thus (7.19) is a shifted 
penalty method, in which the shifts -yk should ensure convergence even for supk ck < co, 
thus avoiding the ill-conditioning of ordinary penalty methods. 
Example 7.7. Suppose Cab n E;" = CVh n R;", SO that 8 h+ = V h + dbq from IRy C Ch 
(cf. [Roc70, Thms 23.8 and 25.11). Then we may use -yk = v h ( n k )  for all k, since the 
maximal shift -yk+' = Vh(nk+') satisfies (7.7) due to (7.9). Thus Alg. 7.4 becomes 
1 
xk+' C Arg minx { f (x) + - h + ( v h ( a k )  + ckg (x))} , 
Ck 
In the separable case of Ex. 7.5, the formulae specialize t o  
where ?Ii = Vhi(0) if 0 E Cab,, u; = -co if 0 6 Cab,, i = 1:m. 
Example 7.8. Let h(n) = Czl $(ni), where $ is a B-function on E with Cv* > E>. 
Let 6 = $'(0; 1) if 0 E C*, ij = -co if 0 4 C*. Then d$+(t) = {$'(t; I.)) for t > 0, 
d$+(O) = (-co, 61 if G > - a ,  d$+(O) = 0 if 6 = - a .  Using (7.7) and (7.9) as in Ex. 
7.5, we may let = $'(nf+'; I),  i = 1: m. Thus Alg. 7.4 becomes 
1 "  
xk+' E Arg minx f (x) -k - x $*(max{6, $'(ax; 1) -k ckgi(x))) , (7.20a) 
Ck ,=I I 
Example 7.9. For $(t) = Itla/a with a > 1 and P = a / ( a  - 1) (cf. Ex. 2.7.1), (7.20) 
becomes 
1 " 
xkf' 5 Arg minx f (x) + - x max{0, (T!)'/(~-') + C ~ ~ ; ( X ) ) ~  , (7.21a) P s  ;=, I 
Even if f and all g; are smooth, for /? = 2 the objective of (7.21a) is, in general, only 
once continuously differentiable. This is a well-known drawback of quadratic augmented 
Lagrangians (cf. [Ber82, TsB931). However, for /? = 3 we obtain a cubic multiplier method 
[Kiw96] with a twice continuously differentiable objective. 
Example 7.10 ([Eck93, Ex. 71). For $(t) = t l n t  - t (cf. Ex. 2.7.4), (7.20) reduces to  
i.e., to an inexact exponential multiplier method (cf. [Ber82, $5.1.21, [TsB93]). 
Example 7.11. For $(t) = - l n t  (cf. Ex. 2.7.6), (7.20) reduces to  
1 "  
xk+' E Arg minx f (x) - - C ln[l /sf  - ckgi(x)] 
Ck i=l 
i.e., to an inexact shifted logarithm barrier method (which was also derived heuristically 
in [Cha94, Ex. 4.21). This method is related, but not indentical, to ones in [CGT92, 
GMSW881; cf. [CGT94]. 
Example 7.12. If $(t) = -tala, a E ( 0 , l )  (cf. Ex. 2.7.2), (7.20) reduces to 
1 " xk+l Arg minx f (x) - - C[(T~) '/(P-'1 - ckgi (x)]P 
Pck ;=, 
where ,B = a/(a - 1); P = -1 corresponds to a shifted Carroll barier method. 
8 Convergence of multiplier methods 
In addition to Assumption 7.1, we make the following standing assumptions. 
Assumption 8.1. (i) h+ is a B-function s.t. Cht > IR? (e.g., so is h; cf. Lem. 2.4(a)). 
(ii) Either Cq n IR? # 0 or 0 # Cq C Cht , where -q = d = inf, L(x,  .). 
(iii) {ck} is a sequence of positive numbers s.t. sk = xi=, cj -+ m. 
Remark 8.2. Under Assumption 8.1, q is closed proper convex, Cht = IR? C Cht c IRT, 
clCh+ = IRy > Cq, Cq rich, # 0 if cq nIR? # 0, and infch q = infq = infClch q. Hence 
t t 
for the BPM method applied to the dual problem sup d = - inf q with a B-function h+ we 
may invoke the results of $53-6 (replacing f ,  X and h by q, IRm and h+ respectively). 
Theorem 8.3. If xi=, sjrj/sk -+ 0 (cf. Lem. 5.3), then d (ak)  -+ supd. If d(nk) -+ sup d, 
Ch+ n Arg rnax d # 0 and C;T3=, ckrk < m then rk -+ a" E Arg rnax d. If d(ak)  -+ sup d, 
Cq C Cht and Arg maxcht d = 0 (e.g., Cht = IRT and Arg maxd = 0) then lakl -+ m. 
Proof. This follows from Rem. 8.2 and Thm 5.2, since Cht n Arg rnax d C Arg rnax d c 
C h t  
Arg rnax d if Cht n Arg rnax d # 0. O 
Theorem 8.4. Let Cvh > IR;, yk = Vh(ak)  for all k (cf. Ex. 7.7) and ~ f , ,  sjrj/sk -+ 0. 
Then d (ak)  -+ sup d. If Argmaxd # 0 and C;P=, ckrk < m then ak -+ am E Argmaxd, 
and if infk ck > 0 then 
l imsupf(xk) s s u p d ( a )  and limsupgi(xk) 5 0 ,  i = l : m ,  
k+o3 ?r k+o3 
(8.1) 
and every limit point of {xk} solves (7.1). If Argmaxd = 0 then Jakl -+ m. 
Proof. Since Ch > Cvh > RT;, the assertions about {rk) follow from Thrn 8.3. Suppose 
rk + r" E Argmaxd, infk ck > 0. Since pk = (yk-' - yk)/ck-1 with pk + g(xk) E 
NRT(rk)  (cf. EX. 7.7), we have (cf. Lem. 7.2) ( rk ,g(xk))  = - (rklpk) and g(xk) 5 -pk 
Vk > 1, with pk + 0, since rk + rm, Vh is continuous on R'; and ck > %, Vk. Hence 
( r k  ( x k )  + 0 and lim sup,,, gi(xk) 0 Vi. Since L(xk, rk) 5 inf, L(x, rk) + ck-1 
(cf. (7.2)) means f (xk) + (rk, g(xk)) 5 f (x) + (rkl g(x)) + ck-1 for any x, in the limit 
h' lim sup, f (xk) I L(x, x") ( tk + 0), SO lim supk f (xk) 5 d( rm) .  Suppose xk + x" for 
some x" and I( c {1,2, . . .). By (8.1), f (x") I sup d and g(x") 5 0 (f and g are closed), 
so by weak duality, f (x") 2 supd, f (x") = maxd and x" solves (7.1). 17 
Remark 8.5. Let C, denote the optimal solution set for (7.1). If (7.1.) is consistent (i.e., 
Co # 0), then C, is nonempty and compact iff f and g;, i = 1 :m,  have no common 
direction of recession [Ber82, 55.31, in which case (8.1) implies that {xk) is bounded, and 
hence has limit points. In particular, if C, = {x*) then xk + x* in Thrn 8.4. 
Remark 8.6. Theorems 8.3-8.4 subsume [Eck93, Thrn 71, which additionally requires 
that c k  - 0, im Vh > R;2 and each g; is continuous on Cj. 
Theorem 8.7. Let (7.1) be s.t. q = -d has a sharp minimum. Let CVh > R';, infk ck > 
0, c k  = 0 and yk = V h ( r k )  (cf. Ex. 7.7) for all k. Then there exists k s.t. pk = 0, 
rk E Arg max d and xk solves (7.1). 
Proof. Using the proof of Thrn 6.1 with rk + r" E Argmaxd c CVh and yk = 
V h ( r k )  + Vh(rm) ,  we get k s.t. rk E Argmaxd and pk = 0; the conclusion follows 
from the proof of Thrn 8.4. 0 
Remark 8.8. Results on finite convergence of other multiplier methods are restricted to 
only once continuously differentiable augmented Lagrangians [Ber82, 55.41, whereas Thrn 
8.7 covers Ex. 7.9 also with ,f3 > 2. Applications include polyhedral programs. 
We shall need the following result, similar to ones in [Ber82, $5.31 and [TsB93]. 
Lemma 8.9. With uk+' := g(xk+'), for each k, we have 
Proof. As for (8.2)) use (7.12)) (7.3), (2.3) and convexity of h+ to develop 
Since Vh+ = (ah+)-' (cf. Lem. 7.2) and yk E dh+(ak)  (cf. (7.5))) ak = Vh+(yk),  so 
yields (8.3)) and (8.4) holds with ( v h + ( y k  + ckuk+l) - v h f  (yk),  ckuk+l) /ck > 0 by the 
convexity of h+. (8.5) follows from (8.2)-(8.4) and (7.2). 0 
Theorem 8.4 only covers methods with CVh > IRY, such as Exs. 7.7 and 7.9. To handle 
other examples in 59, we shall use the following abstraction of the ergodic framework of 
[TsB93]. For each k, define the aggregate primal solution 
k k 
"+' = C cjxj+l /~k,  where sk = C cj. j=1 j=1 
Since g is convex and cjg(xj+l) 5 -cjpl+' = yj+l - y j  for j = 1: k by (7.7)-(7.8)) 
Lemma 8.10. Suppose < bs, rk + 0, ( a k 7 u k )  + 0 and d (ak )  + dm < m. 
Then 
lim sup f (zk) < dm and lim supgi(zk) 5 0) i = 1: m. 
k+" k+" 
(8.8) 
If {Zk) has a limit point x" (e.g., C, # 0 is bounded; cf. Rem. 8.11)) then x" solves 
(7.1)) f(x") = dm = maxd and each limit point of {ak) maximizes d. 
Proof. By (8.7)) lim suPk gi(zk) 5 0 V i ,  since sk + m. By (8.6) and convexity of f ,  
f(Zk") 5 xi=1 cj f(x'+')/sk7 while f (xk)  = L(xk,ak)  - ( a k 7 u k )  + dm from (8.5)) so 
h' limsupk f ( z k )  5 dm. Suppose Zk + x". By (8.8)) f(x") 5 d" and g(xm) < 0 (f and g 
are closed). Hence by weak duality, f (xm)  > dm + d(ak),  f (x") = dm = maxd  and x" 
solves (7.1). Since d(ak)  + dm and d is closed, each cluster of {ak) maximizes d. 0 
Remark 8.11. If C, # 0 is bounded then (8.8) implies that {Zk) is bounded (cf. Rem. 
8.5). In particular, if C, = {x*) then Zk + x* in Lem. 8.10. 
9 Classes of penalty functions 
Examples 7.10-7.12 stem from B-functions of the form h ( ~ )  = C~"=,(T;), where $ is a 
B-function on R s.t. $+ = $. Since $+ = ($+)*, such examples may also be derived by 
choosing suitable penalty functions $ on IR and letting $ = $* (cf. Lem. 2.6). We now 
define two classes of penalty functions and study their relations with B-functions. 
Definition 9.1. We say $ E O iff $ : R t (-m, m ]  is closed proper convex essentially 
smooth, em = Cm and R> c imV$ c R+. Let td = suptcc, t ,  t; = supv4(,),, t ,  O, = {$ E 
: $ is strictly convex) and Oo = {$ E O : $ is strictly convex on (t;, td), t; > -a). 
Remark 9.2. If $ E O then $ is nondecreasing ( imV$ c R + ) ,  Cd = ( -m,  t4), t; = - m  
iff imV$ = R>, $ E O, iff V$ is increasing, $ E Oo iff V$ is increasing on (t;, tb) and 
t; > -m (cf. [Roc70, p. 2541). Also $ E O iff $ is closed proper convex, Cvm = em = Cd 
and R> c imV$ C R+. (For the "if" part, note that V$(tk) T m if tk T td < m ,  since 
R> c imV$ and V$ is nondecreasing.) 
Lemma 9.3. If $ E O then $* is a B-function with IR> c C p  c R + ,  ($*)+ = $** = 4, 
limtl-, V$(t) = 0, limtTt, V$(t) = limtTt, $(t) = m and $0+ = a ~ + .  If $ E O, then $* is 
essentially smooth, C a p  = C o p  = IR> and d$*(O) = 0. If $ E Oo then C o p  = IR> and 
ad*(o) = (-W, t y  . 
Proof. By Def. 9.1 and Lem. 2.6, IR> c imV$ c IR+ and $* is a B-function with 
riCb. c imV$ c C p ,  so IR> c C p  c IR+. C4. c IR+ yields ($*)+ = $** = 4. Since 
R> c i m V $  c IR+ and V$ is nondecreasing, limtl-, V$(t) = 0 and limtTt, V$(t) = m. 
Since $ is closed and proper, $0+ = ac,. [Roc70, Thrn 13.31 with ac,. = oclco, and 
c l C p  = IR+ from IR> c C p  C IR+. If t4 < m then limtTt, $(t) = m from tb $ C4 
and closedness of 4; otherwise limttt, $(t) = m from m = $0+(1) = limtt,[$(t) - $(O)]/t 
[ROCTO, Thrn 8.51. By [Roc70, Thrn 26.11, a$ = {V$) and Cam = ed. If $ E O, then $* 
is essentially smooth [Roc70, Thrn 26.31, so a$* = {V$*) and Come = Cam* = e4* = R> 
[Roc7O, Thrn 26.11.1. If $ E Oo then = (a$)-' = {(V$)-') yields d$*(O) = {t : V$(t) = 
0) = ( -m,  t;] (0 5 V$(t) < V$(t;) Vt _< t:), whereas V$ is increasing on (t;, td) (also if 
$ E a,; cf. Rem. 9.2), so a$* = {(V$)-') is single-valued on IR> = (V$(t$), m) C imV$, 
and hence a$* = {V$*) on IR> [ROCTO, Thrn 25.11. 0 
Lemma 9.4. Let $ be a B-function on IR s.t. C+ > IR,. Then $+ E O. Suppose 
Cv+ > IR,. If a$(O) = 0 (i.e., 0 $ C+ or $'(O; 1) = - m )  then $+ is essentially smooth 
and $+ E a , .  If a$(O) # 0 (i.e., $'(0; 1) > -m) then $+ E Oo with t$+ = $'(0; l), and 
there exists a B-function & s.t. $+ = &+, $+ = $+, CVJ > IR+ and v&(o) = t$+ . 
Proof. $+ = $ + bR+ is a B-function (Lem. 2.4(a)) and $+ = $;, so C++ = C++ (Lem. 
2.6(a)). Also $+ is nondecreasing and essentially smooth (Lem. 7.2), so im V$+ C IR+, 
whereas R, c C++ yields R, c 6++ c Ca++ = ima$+ = imV$+. Suppose CV+ > IR,. 
By strict convexity of $ (cf. Def. 2.l.(a)), V$+ = V$ is increasing on IR>, so V$+ = 
(V$+)-' is increasing on (to, m) n C++ with to = limtlo V$(t), and hence $+ is strictly 
convex on ( to ,  oo) (cf. [Roc70, p. 254:l). If a$(O) = 0 ,  then to = -00, $+ E a,  and $+ is 
essentially smooth [Roc70, Thrn 26.31. Otherwise, to = $'(0; 1)  = t$+. Let q ( t )  = $ ( t )  
V t  > - 0 ,  and let q ( t )  for t 5 0 be a strictly convex quadratic function s.t. q ( 0 )  = $ ( O )  and 
q ' (0;  -1) = -$'(0; 1) .  Then q+ = $+ and V&O) = t$+ . 
Corollary 9.5. If 4 E Qo then the method of Ex. 7.8 with $ = 4' coincides with the 
method of Ex. 7.7 with h ( a )  = ~ ~ " = , ( a i ) ,  where 4 is the smooth extension of $ described 
in  Lem. 9.4, so that Cvh > IR;2 and Thms 8.4 and 8.7 apply. 
Proof. We have C v 4  = IR>, a$(O) = (-oo,t$] and $+ = $* = 4 for $ = 4' (Lem. 9.3), 
so $'(0; 1)  = v ~ ( o )  = t$ and $'(t; 1)  = vq(t) if t > 0 (Lem. 9.4). 0 
Remark 9.6. In terms of 4 E ao, the method of Ex. 7.8 with $ = 4' becomes 
1 "  
x k f l  E Arg minx f ( )  + - 4 ( * ( a  1 )  + i ) )  
Ck i=l 
where 4*'(a" 1 )  = (v$)-' (a!)  if a;k > 0,  @'(a;; 1 )  = t$ if a> 0 ,  i = 1: m. 
In view of Cor. 9.5, we restrict attention to methods generated by 4 E a,. 
Example 9.7. Choosing 4 E a, and $ = 4' in Ex. 7.8 yields the method 
1 "  
xk+l E Arg minx { f ( x )  + - 4 ( ( v $ ) - l ( x f )  + ckgi(x))  } , 
Ck i=l 
with y: = ( ~ 4 ) - l ( a ; k ) ,  a: = V$(y;k ) ,  i = 1: m, for all k .  (Indeed, Ca+ = IR>, a$(O) = 0 
and $* = 4 by Lem. 9.3, 6 = -oo by Lem. 9.4, $'(t; 1)  = V$(t)  if t > 0 ,  and Vd* = 
(Vd)-' by Def. 9.1 and [Roc70, Thms 26.3 and 26.51.) Note that $( t )  = et for Ex. 7.10, 
4( t )  = -1 - In(-t)  ( t  < 0 )  for Ex. 7.11, $( t )  = -(-t)D/P ( t  < 0 ,  P < 0 )  for Ex. 7.12. 
The following results will ensure that ( a k ,  u k )  + 0 ,  as required in Lem. 8.10. 
Definition 9.8. We say 4 E is forcing on [t;, t:] if [$'(ti) - 4'(ti)](ti  - ti) + 0 implies 
dl( t i ) ( t ;  - t i )  + 0 for any sequences { t i ) ,  { t i )  c [t;, t:] n C d ,  where 4' = V 4 .  
Lemma 9.9. If 4 E a,, inf 4 > -oo and t: E Cd then 4 is forcing on [-oo, t:]. 
Proof. Replace 4 by 4 - inf 4, so that inf 4 = 0. Since $' = V $  is positive and increasing 
(cf. Rem. 9.2), so is 4. Let [$'(ti) - $ ' ( tk )]Tk  + 0 ,  ~k > 0 ,  ti = t k  + ~k < t;. If 
t ) K $'(tk).rk j+ 0 ,  there are c > 0 and I< c {1 ,2 ,  ...) s.t. B 1 ( t k ) ~ k  2 c V k  E I<, SO & -+ 1. 
Since $'(tk) < $'(t:) and 4(t i )  2 $ ( t k )  + $ ' ( t k )7k  > c, ~k > c/$'(t:) and t i  > 4-'(t) 
K ' V k  E I<. Pick t ,  and I<' c I< s.t. t; -+ t,. Then tk + c/24'(t:) 5 t ,  and $ ' ( t k )  < 
( t  ) K 4 ' ( L  - c /2g1( t ; ) )  < $'(t,) = limkEnt @ ( t i )  for large k E I<' contradict & + 1. 
Therefore, q5'(tk)~k + 0,  i.e., 4 is forcing. 
Lemma 9.10. The following functions are forcing on [-oo,t;]: &(t) = et with t; E IR, 
q52(t) = -1 - ln(-t) (t < 0) with t; _< 0, b ( t )  = -(-t)P/,B (t < 0, ,B < 0) with t; < 0. 
Proof. Let 4 = d2. Suppose ml(tk+")-ml(tk'  dl(tk) qY(tk)rk + 0. Since df( tk)rk = -rk/tk and 
m 1 ( t k + 7 k ) - d l ( t k )  - 
 
dl(tk) d1(tk)rk + 0, i.e., q5 is forcing. Invoke Lem. 9.9 for dl and d3. 0 l+tk/7k ' 
* for t < -?, ,B E (0, I).  Let tk = -k, Example 9.11. Let q5 E B, be s.t. q5(t) = - 
71; = l/q5'(tk). Then [q5'(tk + rk)  - q5'(tk)]rk = (1 - k-P)P-l - 1 + 0, but q5'(tk)rk + 1, i.e., 
q5 is not forcing on [-oo, -11, although limplo -9 = - In(-t) is; cf. Lem. 9.10. 
Lemma 9.12. Consider Ex. 9.7 with q5 E B,, tm = suptEc, t and t, = supiYky:. Then 
t, < tm (so that t, < co if td < oo). In general, t, < td ifl {sk} is bounded. 
k Proof. This follows from the facts sf = vq5(y:) 2 0, yi E cm = (-m, id), limtrt, v d ( t )  = 
oo and strict monotonicity of Vq5; cf. Rem. 9.2, Lem. 9.3 and Ex. 9.7. n 
k Lemma 9.13. Suppose in Ex. 9.7 q5 E B, is forcing on (-oo, t,] with t, = yi , 
ck 2 c ~ , ,  > 0 for all k, and (skfl - a', uk+l) + 0. Then ( s k ,  uk) + 0. 
Proof. Since Vq5 is nondecreasing and h+(u) = Ci q5(ui), we deduce from (8.4) that 
k+ 1 y + ckuk+l for all k and [q5'(yk + cminui ) - q5'(y~)]~-n~f+1 0, i = 1: m. But yk+l = 
(cf. Ex. 9.7) yields S U ~ ~ , ~ { ~ ~  + c-,,u~+~} <_ t,, SO the preceding relation and the forcing 
property of q5 give sfuf" = q5'(y;)uf + 0 Vi; hence (akf1, uk+') + 0 by (9.1). O 
Theorem 9.14. Consider Ex. 9.7 with q5 E B, s.t. inf q5 > -oo. Suppose Arg max d # 8 ,  
c:=~ sjfj/sk + 0, CEl ckck < m and infk ck > 0. Then nk + n" E Argmaxd, d(nk) + 
d" = d(n") and (8.10) holds. If {ik} has a limit point x" (e.g., C, # 0 is bounded; cf. 
Rem. 8.11), then x" solves (7.1) and f (x") = dm. 
Proof. Let 1C, = 4'. We have$(O) = - inf q5 < oo, C4 = IR+ (cf. Lem. 9.3), C4+ = IR+ and 
Ch+ = IR;f , so the assertions about {sk} follow from Thm 8.3. Then t, = supivk y; < td 
by Lem. 9.12 ({nk} is bounded), so q5 is forcing on [-oo, t,] (Lern. 9.9). Since d(nk) + 
d" < co and 0 5 ex 5 C:=, sjej/sk + 0, (8.4)-(8.5) yield (nk+l - s k , u k f l )  + 0. Then 
( s k ,  uk) + 0 by Lem. 9.13. The conclusion follows from Lem. 8.10. n 
Remark 9.15. For the exponential multiplier method (Ex. 7.10 with q5(t) = et), Thms 
8.3 and 9.14 subsume [TsB93, Prop. 3.11 (in which Argmaxd # 0, C, # 0 is bounded, 
61, 0) and [IST94, Thm 7.31 (in which xk + x" implies ik + x"). 
Theorem 9.16. Consider Ex. 9.7 with q5 E a, forcing on (-oo, td) # IR (e.g., q5(t) = 
-1 - In(-t); cf. Lem. 9.10). Suppose e k  + 0, infk ck > 0 and d(ak)  + d" < oo. Then 
(8.10) holds. If {Zk) has a limit point x" (e.g., C, # 0 is bounded; cf. Rem. 8.11.), then 
x" solves (7.1), f (5") = dm = maxd and each limit point of {ak) maximizes d. 
Proof. By Lem. 9.12, t, = supiyk -yk 5 td,  so q5 is forcing on (-oo, t,]. Since d(ak)  + 
d" < m and rk + 0, (8.4)-(8.5) yield (ak+' - ak, uk+') + 0. Then ( ak ,  uk)  + 0 by Lem. 
9.13. Since t, 5 td < oo, the conclusion follows from Lem. 8.10. 0 
Remark 9.17. Suppose CrZl e k  < oo. Then dk+' 2 dk - e k  Vk (cf. (8.4)) yields d(ak)  + 
d" E (oo, oo] (cf. [Po183, Lem. 2.2.31). If d" = oo, then Co = 0 by weak duality. If 
d" < oo, then {ak) is bounded iff so is Argmaxd # 0 (cf. [ROCTO, Cor. 8.7.1]), whereas if 
Co # 0, then Arg max d # 0 is bounded iff Slater's condition holds, i.e., g(x) < 0 for some 
x E Cf [GoT89, T h m  1.3.41. This observation may be used in Lem. 8.10 and T h m  9.16. 
Theorem 9.18. Consider Ex. 9.7 with q5 E a, s.t. inf q5 > -oo. Suppose g(x) < 0 for 
some x E Cf ,  Cr=l ek < oo and infk ck > 0. Then d(ak)  + dm < oo and (8.10) holds. 
If {Zk) has a limit point x" (e.g., C, # 0 is bounded; cf. Rem. 8.11), then x" solves 
(7.1), f (x") = d" = maxd  and each limit point of {ak) maximizes d. If dm = sup d and 
Cgl  ckek < oo, then ak + a" E Argmaxd.  
Proof. Since e k  + 0, d(ak)  + d" < oo, {ak) and Argmaxd # 0 are bounded (Rem. 
9.17), we get, as in the proof of Thm 9.14, Cht = IR;, t, < td and ( a k , u k )  + 0. Hence 
the first two assertions follow from Lem. 8.10, and the third one from T h m  8.3. 
Theorem 9.19. Consider Ex. 9.7 with q5 E a, forcing on (-oo, t:] Vt: E IR. Suppose 
g(x) < 0 for some x E C f ,  CEl ek < oo and infk ck > 0. Then d(ak)  + d" < oo 
and (8.10) holds. If {Zk) has a limit point x" (e.g., C, # 0 is bounded; cf. Rem. 8.11), 
then x" solves (7.1), f(x") = d" = maxd and each limit point of {ak) maximizes d. If 
d" = sup d, Arg max d n Cht # 0 and CEl ckek < oo, then ak + a" E Arg max d. 
Proof. Use the proof of T h m  9.18, without asserting that Cht = IR;. 
Remark 9.20. It is easy t o  see that we may replace q5 E a, by q5 E a. and Ex. 9.7 
by Ex. 7.8 with t,b = q5* in Lems. 9.9, 9.12, 9.13 and Thms 9.14, 9.16, 9.18, 9.19. (In 
the proof of Lem. 9.9, t, > t,b-'(e) > t$, since qS and q5 are positive and increasing on 
(t$,td); in proving Lem. 9.12, recall the proof of Cor. 9.5; in the proof of Lem. 9.13, use 
-yk+' 2 -yk + ckuk+'; cf. (7.7).) Such results complement Thms 8.4 and 8.7; cf. Cor. 9.5. 
10 Additional aspects of multiplier methods 
Modified barrier functions can be extrapolated quadratically to  facilitate their minimiza- 
tion; cf. [BTYZ92, BrS93, BrS94, NPS94, PoT941. We now extend such techniques t o  our 
penalty functions, starting with a technical result. 
L e m m a  10.1. Let d l ,  4 2  E be s.t. for some t, E (t:, , td,), $l(t,) = 42(t,), 4i( ts)  = 
4h(ts), dl is forcing on ( -m,  t,] and $2 is forcing on [t,, t:2] with t:2 E [t,, tb2]. Let 
$(t) = d l ( t )  if t < t,, 4 ( t )  = 42(t) if t > t,. Then is forcing on (-m,t:2]. If 
4 2  E a, U Qo, then 4 E a, iff 41 E a , ,  4 E QO if 41 E Qo. 
Proof. Suppose [#(ti) - df(ti)](t; - t i )  -+ 0 with t i  5 t, < t i  < t:2 (other cases being 
trivial). Since d', and 4; are nondecreasing, so is 4'; therefore, all terms in 
are nonnegative and tend to zero. Thus 4h(t,)(ti-t,) -+ 0 and $',(t,)(t,-ti) -+ 0 (Def. 9.8). 
Hence t i ,  t i  -+ t, (db(t,) = 4',(ts) > 0), 4 ' ( t i ) ( t i  - t i )  -+ 4'(ts)0 and 4'(tL)(tz - t i )  -+ 0 
yield the first assertion. For the second one, use Def. 9.1 and Rem. 9.2. 0 
E x a m p l e s  10.2. Using the notation of Lem. 10.1, we add the condition d;(t,) = 4;(t,) 
to  make 4 twice continuously differentiable. In each example, E a, U a. is forcing on 
(-colt;] Vt; E IR; cf. Rem. 9.2, Lems. 9.9-9.10 and Rem. 9.20. 
max ~ , t + t , ) ~  1 (cubic-quadratic). +(t)  = {12ts m a x { ~ , t ) ~  
- $ i f t < t , , m ( t ) =  = 42(t) if t > t,, 
t, > 0. This 4 only grows as fast as 42 in Ex. 7.9 with ,B = 2, but is smoother. 
t t2 2 (exponential-quadratic). 4 ( t )  = et if t 5 t, > 0, Q(t) = e s ( T  + (1 - t,)t + 1 - t, - $) 
if t > t,, 42(.)  = a max(0, - t z2 l2  + b. This does not grow as fast as et in Ex. 7.10. 
3 (log-quadratic). 4(t)  = - In(-t) - 1 = 41(t) if t < t, < 0, 4( t)  = ifi - + 2 -In(-t,) 2t s 
if t > t,. This 4 allows arbitrarily large infeasibilities, in contrast to  dl in Ex. 7.11. 
4 (hyperbolic-quadratic). 4 ( t )  = -j = $l(t)  if t < t, < 0, 4( t)  = 4 + 2 - if t > t,. 
Its1 s 
Again, this 4 has C4 = IR, in contrast to  41 in Ex. 7.12. 
5 (hyperbolic-log-quadratic). 4( t)  = - 2 - In(-t:) if t < t i  < 0, $(t) = - In(-t) 
if t: < t 5 t, < 0, 4( t )  = $ - + f - In(-t,) if t > t,. 2ts 
R e m a r k  10.3. Other smooth penalty functions (e.g., cubic-log-quadratic) are easy to 
derive. Such functions are covered by the various results of $9. Their properties, e.g., 
inf 4 > - m ,  may also have practical significance; this should be verified experimentally. 
The  following result (inspired by [Ber82, Prop. 5.71) shows that minimizing Lk (cf. 
(7.12)) in Alg. 7.4 is well posed under mild conditions (see the Appendix for its proof). 
L e m m a  10.4. Let h ( ~ )  = Czl $(T;), where $ is a B-function with C$ > IR, . Suppose 
Lk $ m (e.g., infc, m a x z l  gg; < 0). Then ArgminLk is nonempty and compact iff f and 
g l ,  . . . ,g, have no common direction of recession, and if Co # 0 then this is equivalent to 
(7.1) having a nonempty and compact set of solutions. 
We now consider a variant of condition (7.18), inspired by one in [Ber82, p. 3281. 
L e m m a  10.5. Under the strong convexity assumption (7.15), consider (7.17) with 
and c k  = lAxLk(~k+1)12/2& replacing (7.18), where qk >_ 0. Then 
Next, suppose qk t 0 in (10.1). Then d(nk) t dm E ( - m , m ] .  If dm < m then 
ELl c k  < m, c k  t 0, x:=l cjcj/sk t 0; further, CEl ckck < m if {ckqk} is bounded. 
Proof. By (7.17) and (10.1), (10.2) holds with L(xk+',nk+') >_ Lk(zk+') by (8.2). Thus 
71; < 2& yields Lk(xk+' ) < d(nk+' ) and (10.3) follows from (8.5). Similarly, L(xk+' , nk+' ) - 
1 L xk+l ,k+l d(nk+') ) i[ ( , ) -Lk(xk+ ' ) ]  for qk < &yields L ( x ~ + ' , ~ ~ + ' ) - L ~ ( x ~ + ' )  < 
2[d(nk+')-Lk(xk+')], SO (10.4) follows from (10.2) and d(nk) ) Lk(xk+') (cf. (10.3)). Next, 
let qk + 0. Pick k s.t. qk 5 & Vk 2 k. (10.3)-(10.4) yield d(nk) t dm, ck  < [dm - 
d(nE)], CEi ckct < supk y [ d m  - d(aE)]. If dm < m then rk t 0 gives c:=~ cjcj/sk t O 
(Lem. 4.8(i)). 
Remark 10.6. In view of Lem. 10.5, suppose in the strongly convex case of (7.15), (10.1) 
is used with qk t 0. Since q(nk+') < q(nk) for all large k (cf. (10.3)), the results of 588-9 
may invoke, instead of Thm 5.2 with c:=, sjy/sk t 0, Thm 4.6 with c$, cjrj/sk + 0. 
The latter condition holds automatically if limk,, d(nk) < m ,  e.g., supd < m .  Thus we 
may drop the conditions: x:=, sjcj/sk t 0 from Thms 8.3, 8.4, 9.14, c k  t 0 from Lem. 
8.10 and Thm 9.16, and Cr=l c k  < m from Thms 9.18-9.19. Instead of Cr=l ckck < m ,  
we may assume that {ckqk} is bounded in Thms 8.3, 8.4, 9.14 and 9.18-9.19. 
Condition (10.1) can be implemented as in [Ber82, Prop. 5.7(b)]. 
Lemma 10.7. Suppose f is strongly convex, infc, maxz l  gg; < 0, and g is continuous on 
C f .  Consider iteration k of Ex. 7.5 with h(n) = $(n;), where $ is a B-function 
s.t. Cv+ > IR,. If qk > 0, nk is not a Lagrange multiplier of (7.1), {zj} is a sequence 
converging to i = arg min Lk, and AxLk(zj) t 0, then there exists xk+' E {zl,  z2 , .  . .} 
satisfying the stopping criterion (10.1). 
Proof. By Lemmas 9.3-9.4, Ex. 7.5 has ug; = t;, nf = Vd(r:), r: 2 t;, i = 1:m, 
h+(u) = $(ui), where 4 = $+ E @, U Qo. Let ii = g( i )  and .ir = Vh+(yk + ckii). 
Then, as in (8.2), 
L(2, ?) - Lk(i)  = ~ h +  (yk,yk + ckii)/ck 2 0. (10.5) 
Suppose L(2, ?) = Lk(i ) .  By (10.5), (2.3) and convexity of h+, $($) - $($ + ckiii) - 
V l ( $  + ckC;)(-ckbi) = 0, i = 1: m. Therefore, since 4 is strictly convex on [t;, tm) 
with Vd(t)  = 0 iff t 5 t$ (Def. 9.1), and 7: > t;, for each i, either y: + ckiii = yfi 
t$ yields iij = 0 and ?ii = a" Vd($), or 7F + ckt;  < t$ = 7f yields ii; ) 0 and 
?; = n! = ~ d ( ~ ; ' c )  = 0. Hence? = nk,  ii < 0 and (?,ii) = 0. Combining this with 
0 E a L k ( i )  = a x L ( i ,  .ir) (Lern. 7.3), we see (cf. [Roc70, Thm 28.31) that nk is a Lagrange 
multiplier, a contradiction. Therefore, we must have strict inequality in (10.5). Since 
g(zj) + ii and Dh+(yk,  yk + ckg(zj)) t Dh+(yk,  -yk + ckii) > 0 by continuity, whereas 
qk > 0 and AxLk(zj) t 0, the stopping criterion will be satisfied for sufficiently large j. 0 
A Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 7.2. RI; n r i  Ch # 0 implies ah+  = a h  + abRT (cf. [Roc70, Thrn 23.8]), 
so Cab+ = Cab n IRT and h+ is essentially strictly convex (cf. [Roc70, p. 2531). Hence (cf. 
[Roc70, Thrn 26.31) h+ = h; is closed proper essentially smooth, so dh+(u) = {Vh+(u))  
b'u E eh+ = Cab+ by [Roc~O, Thrn 26.11 and Vh+ is continuous on eht by [Rocyo, 
Thrn 25.51. By [Roc70, Thrn 23.51, ah; = (ah+)-', so imdh+ = Cab+. Since h+ is 
nondecreasing, Ch+ = Ch+ - RI;, SO Ch+ = Ch+ - RI; as the union of open sets. That 
NRI(s) = {y < 0 : (y, s) = 0) for a 2 0 is elementary (cf. [Rocyo, p. 2261). If s = Vh+(y) 
and 4 E NRI(s) then y E a h + ( s )  and y + 4  E ah+(*), so s = Vh+(y +4). If i m a h  > R; 
and u E Rm then -h+(u) = inf 4, where = h+ - (u, .) is inf-compact. Indeed, pick ir 
and ii E ah(%) s.t. ii > u. Then $(s) = h(%) + ( 6 , s  - ir) - (u, s) < +(s) for all s > 0 and 
if {sk) c RI;, Isk/ + m then $(ak) + m since ii - u > O. Hence is inf-compact and 
U E Ch+,  SO Ch+ =Rm.  
We need the following slightly sharpened version of [GoT89, Thrn 1.5.41. 
Lemma A . l  (subdifferential chain rule). Let f l ,  . . . , fm be proper convex functions on 
Rn with ()El ri C,, # 0. Let f ( a )  = (fl(.), . . . , fm(.))  and CJ = ()El CCr,. Let be a 
proper convex nondecreasing function on Rm s.t. 
/ f ( 2 )  < y" for some 2 E Cf and y" E C4. Let $(x) = d(f (x))  if x E Cf, $(x) = m if 
x 6 C,. Then $ is proper convex, i m d d  c RI;, and for each 2 E C, and y = f (5) 
Proof. For any x', x2 E Cf and A E [ O , l ] ,  f(Axl + (1 - A)x ) - < Af (x') + (1 - A)f  (x2) 
and hence $(Ax1 + (1 - A)x2) 5 d(Af(x1) + (1 - A )  f (x2)) I A$(xl) + (1 - A)$(x2), SO $ 
is convex. Since $(x) > -m for all x, $ is proper. Let Q = UyEa4(gl CE1 yiafi(z). Let 
1 7 E dd(y), yi E afi(z), i = 1: m, = [y , . . . , ymIT. For any X ,  f (x)  > f (z) + F(x - z) 
yields $(x) > d(f (5) + r ( x  - 5)) 2 $(5) + y T r ( x  - z), i.e., r T y  E a$(%), so & C a$(%). 
To prove the opposite inclusion, let 7 E a$(%). Consider the convex program 
minimize d(y) - (7, x) , s.t. f (x) - y I 0, x E Cf, y E c*. ( A 4  
By the monotonicity of 4 and the definition of subdifferential, (2, y) solves (A.2), which 
satisfies Slater's condition (cf. f (2) < ij), so (cf. [Roc70, Cor. 28.2.11) it has a Kuhn-Tucker 
point % E Ry s.t. (cf. [Roc70, Thrn 28.31) 
Then d(y) > d(y) + ( F ,  y - y)  b'y yields ii E dd(y), whereas (F, f (x)) 2 (%, f (3)) t 
(7, x - 5 )  Vx yields 7 E d ( C E l  %; fi)(?) = EL1 ~ ~ d f ; ( z )  from ()El ri Cfi # 0 (cf. [ROCYO, 
Thrn 23.81). Thus a$(%) c Q, i.e., d$(z) = Q. To see that i m d d  C IRI;, note that if 
y E dd(y1) then d(yl) 2 d(y2) 2 d(yl) + (7, y2 - y') for all y2 I y' implies 2 0. 0 
Proof of Lemma 10.4. Let $;(x) = $+(y,k + ckgi(x)) if x E Cg,, $;(x) = m if x 4 Cgi, 
i = 1: m. Each 6; is closed: for any a E IR, {t : $+(t) < a) = (-m, ,B] for some ,B < m ($+ 
is closed nondecreasing and limtrt $+(t) = m by Lemmas 9.3-9.4) and {x : $;(x) < a) = 
++ 
{x : gi(x) < (,B - y"/ck) is closed (so is g;). We have Lk = f + 6 xz"=,$i - $+(y:)] with f 
and q& closed proper and La $ co, so Lk is closed and LkO+ = f O+ + 6 xZ",,;O+ [ROCTO, 
Thm 9.31. Suppose g;O+(y) < 0. Since Lk $ m, C4+ = (-m,t ,p)  (cf. Lem. 9.4 and Def. 
9.1) and g; is closed, there is x E ri Cgi s.t. y: + ckgi(x) E C,p. Let y E agi(x). Then 
g;(x) + t (y, y) < g;(x + ty) < g;(x) Vt 2 0, so (y, y) 5 0 and, since $+ is nondecreasing, 
$+(r," + ck[gi(x) + t ( ~ 1  Y ) ] ) 5 $+(Y; + +kgi(x + t ~ ) )  < $+($ + ckgi(x)) v t  >_ 0. Hence 
$ + 0 + ( s  (y, y)) < $;O+(y) 2 0, so (y, y) < 0 and $+0+ = OR+ (cf. Lemmas 9.3-9.4) yield 
$;O+(y) = 0. Now suppose g;O+(y) > 0. Pick t > 0 and 6 > 0 s.t. [gi(x + ty) - g;(x)]/t > a 
Vt > t. Then 
from $+0+ = OR,. Thus 4;O+(y) = 0 if g;O+(y) < 0, 4,0+(y) = m if g;O+(y) > 0. 
Therefore, LkO+(y) = fO+(y) if g;O+(y) < 0 for i = l : m ,  = m otherwise. The 
proof may be finished as in [Ber82, 55.31. 0 
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